Chair Report Jan 2018
The Winter Show seemed to go well and feedback specifically on the club routine was
very positive - thank you to everyone for helping out and especially the Mahonys for all
the extra added touches (home-made baked goods, decor and the game!
The Menstrual workshop with Kerri Isham went well and was well attended. It seemed
to help with the girls being more comfortable with changes happening for them as well
as being a great opportunity for team building.
Signing authority has been changed over with the bank, so we are all set up there and it
is going smoothly
NAC was contacted in regards to safety issues (cords) and blocking our space rental
and responded that they would be able to help us out. We have only been at the pool
twice, but I hope the coaches will let me know if there are any more problems
I have been in contact with Synchro BC about the scheduling for the upcoming meet in
February in regards to times/dates for our swimmers versus that of National Stream
swimmers - I have been told at this point that they will not be able to change the Friday
times. Further in agenda we will talk more about how we want to proceed in regards to
these constant issues in scheduling.
Becky and I have been working on a few projects, including re-doing the bulletin board
in the pool foyer, re-designing and updating the tri-fold brochure and looking into the
possibility of team design swimcaps, towels and practice suits. Huge thanks to Becky
and her gracious donation of all her design experience on these and all previous
(including the new logo and more!) endeavors!
Personally, I am working on gathering information so that I may put together a clear
guideline/definition of all roles involved in the club to ease transition of positions in the
future.

